I run a structured
products business
Whether you are rebuilding your structured products
platform from the ground up or enhancing aspects of it,
we can help you get there faster and at a lower cost.

Why it matters
As the structured products market and the financial services industry have evolved, new tools have emerged to
manage various stages of the issuance process. These tools are often specific to a particular aspect of the process
and siloed from each other. As a result, structured product businesses often consult a number of different tools when
providing their services, which can be both expensive and time-consuming. Our solution alleviates this problem by
providing a one-stop shop for all aspects of the issuance process.

How we can help
•	We offer a market-leading straight-through processing platform for structured products that covers all aspects of
the issuance process and is used by most of the world’s leading manufacturers.
•	Access our comprehensive suite of APIs from within your existing software applications or build entirely new ones
using our low-code platform, including:
•	Workflow
•	Reference data
•	Lifecycle management
•	Risk calculations
•	Multi-language document automation
•	Document and reference data dissemination (RegXchange)
•	Listings
•	Regulatory filings
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•	By working with us, you also gain access to the largest actively maintained library of PRIIP KID templates on the
market, covering thousands of payoff and feature combinations in 19 languages.
•	We couple our technology offering with a managed service that includes KYC/AML checks, data mapping,
program management, document drafting, template creation and maintenance, backtesting and risk calculation.
All components are available on a metered basis, which allows you to quickly scale consumption in accordance
with your business needs.
•	We are tightly integrated with RegXchange, an industry utility that we operate on behalf of 21 banks, through
which we disseminate documents and reference data for financial products to over 150 distributors and more than
15 data vendors across Europe.
•	Through our partnership with Fincap law LLP, a “new law” law firm with offices in London, New York and Hong
Kong, we offer highly cost-effective legal services in connection with program updates, document drafting,
template creation and maintenance, as well as automated legal opinions.

Products

• Doc Auto
• Priip Cloud
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• Workflow
• RegXchange
• SPi
• Transparitrade
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